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• I NE
I F'HILA I ELIG FIFTY YEARS OF THE NATIONAL FESTIVAL'
CLAUDE MISTELY
(Report on the Display presented at the HPS's Annual Meeting in April 2008)

Claude commenced by giving a brief history of the main events that had brought the diverse areas of
what is now Switzerland towards nationhood. He acknowledged that reality and myth had become
interwoven over the years. He referred to the two legendary meetings of the delegates of the small
mountain cantons of Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden on the alpine meadow of the Ruth above the lake of
the Five Forest Cantons (or Vierwaldstätter See) on 1 5t August 1291 and 17 th November 1307
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An Oath of Allegiance was purportedly taken in 1291 by Walter Furst von Attinghausen from Uri,
Werner Staufacher von Steinen from Schwyz and Arnold von Melchthal from Unterwalden. The
preamble to the covenant read as follows :
'I n the name of God, Amen. We, the men of Uri, of Schwyz and of Unterwalden, conscious of the
gravity of the times, desirous of according ourselves aid and protection, promise and swear succour
and counsel one to the other with support of all our forces. Unanimously we also make Oath not to
tolerate foreign justice in our valleys. The engagements of this pact shall endure, with God's grace in
perpetuity. Made this year of Grace, One thousand two hundred and and ninety-one on the first day of
the month of August.'
The oath and covenant were renewed at a meeting on the Ruth on the night of 17 th November 1307 by
the original three who each had ten intimate associates with them. These thirty-three men solemnly
pledged their lives for each other and for their fatherland. Raising their right hands towards heaven, the
three leaders took God and the saints to witness that their solemn alliance was made in the spirit 'One
for all and all for one'. At that moment the sun shot its first rays across the mountain. This was seen as
a good omen and kindled in the hearts of these earnest men the hope of success. They declared
independence from the Holy Roman Empire and set up a Confederation that formed the initial basis of
the independent country of modern-day Switzerland.
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Over the succeeding centuries a number of campaigns took place to drive out the Burgundians, French,
Austrians and the Hapsburgs. Whilst several cantons might join forces to oust the particular 'foreign foe',
their first loyalty remained with their own locality. Switzerland was overrun by Napoleon in 1798 and
cantonal authority was eroded. It was restored at the Treaty of Vienna in 1815 but it took a civil war in
1847 to enable a full Federal constitution to be drawn up and a Federal Council, with the powers to
operate a fully modern state, to be formed in 1848.
The conquest of Switzerland by Napoleon had been traumatic for the Swiss and there was a new
feeling of national awareness after the war, which was reflected in the holding of sports, gymnastic,
shooting and other events, which began to be extended from their normal cantonal boundaries. The
Shooting Contest of 1824 was the first to be described as a 'National Festival'. The centenary was
commemorated at the 1924 Shooting Festival with special cards and publicity postmarks. To further
emphasise unity and a sense of national pride, the Federal Council decreed the 1 st August as the
'National Festival Day' in 1891 to mark the 600 th Anniversary of the Confederation.
As Pro Patria presentations at other recent HPS events had placed emphasis on the special stamps
and covers, Claude decided to concentrate on the various Pro Patria cards. These colourful items
included a number of illustrations of the events and characters in Swiss history.
The cards were sold prior to the official National Fête day (1 st August) up to 1920 usually around the
20th July, then from 1921 during the first week of July. For collectors the coveted 'first day cancellation'
has traditionally been the 1 st August. The early cards had a limited period of life, only up to the end of
August, after which those that were left unsold were marked 'cancelled' and given to schools or other
institutions to distribute. Examples were shown.
Claude reminded us that collecting the vast array of cards printed between 1910 and 1960, with or
without imprinted stamps, was a considerable challenge for the true collector. This challenge could be
greatly extended if one sought to have an example of each card in four versions — mint, used on the
first day of availability, used on the 1 st August and used after the 1 st August. Whilst Claude had no
intention of achieving such theoretical 'completeness', his display was extremely comprehensive in its
coverage with many very unusual items. They included :
• The first official Pro Patria card of 1910 showing the two patriots William Tell and Winkelreid (who
sacrificed himself to help the Confederates win victory at the Battle of Sempach in 1386). Claude
showed examples of the different sized cards of 1910 and the cards of 1911 with different paper
colours.
• The five Pestalozzi commemorative cards of 1914 with the original envelope and a short biography
of Pestalozzi. The cards can be found in different shades. The Pestalozzi in Yverdon' design was
shown with the variety 'scroll under the oval'.
• The 1915 cards - the illustration on one of the cards reflected the fact that Switzerland took in
refugees during the 1914-18 War. Claude showed the Fieldpost version (without an imprinted stamp) of
the cards issued that year.
• The set of the 5 cards of 1918 showing the painted panels in the Federal Palace in Bern (with an
envelope and a short biography of the artist Wilhelm Balmer who was helped in the painting and design
of the panels by his friend Albert Welti, the designer of the Tell Boy stamps). Claude showed the
Fieldpost version of one of the cards (printed in grey on the reverse) without an imprinted stamp, but
with a postage stamp affixed as the card had been sent to an address abroad.
• The set of three cards of 1919 with an envelope to commemorate the death centenary of the author
and poet Gottfried Keller (including a short biography). He also showed a second version of the
envelope, different in colour to the first and with a printer's imprint. Claude would like to know which
version was issued first ?
• An example of the Peace stamp imprinted on the Keller card which was designed by Bocklin.
• The scarce card of 1920 showing 'Athletes' which had a total print run of only 76,800 copies
compared with over 100,000 for each of the other four designs issued in that year.
• Examples of the first special cancellations in 1924 and 1925 to promote the sale of Pro Patria cards
to help the various charitable causes. They were available in French, German and Italian - language
versions, the Italian being particularly scarce.
• A mint example of the 20c card of 1927 - the first overseas postage rate version of a Pro Patria card.
• White and yellow-coloured paper versions of the first Pro Patria cards in 1928 with imprinted airmail
stamps for airmail use — close European (25c) and longer distance (40c) rates.
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• From 1931 to 1934 the standard cards each appeared in a number of versions with different
'panels' on the reverse showing natural disasters in 1931, training and work in 1932, domestic work in
1934 and no less than sixteen different views of tourist spots and wildlife in 1933. Claude showed a
wide range of these, some quite rare.
• The 1937 Pro Patria cards were the last of that period to be issued complete with an imprinted
stamp (i.e. officially classified as 'postal stationary'). Between 1938 and 1960 the Pro Patria
organisation continued to issue cards but they were unstamped. The front illustration was by a famous
artist and in some cases were reproductions of old paintings.
• In 1938 a special Pro Patria stamp, with a surcharge, was issued for the first time, a tradition that
has continued annually ever since. The stamps could of course be used on the latest Pro Patria cards
and cards with one or more of the set, particularly if they have a special National Festival postmark, are
sought after. Claude showed examples of all the unstamped cards, some with complete sets of the
relevant Pro Patria stamps. The later cards are especially difficult to get hold of.
• Unusual Pro Patria cards of 1939 - one with a soldier stamp affixed and one cancelled to order at
the Bern Federal Palace.
• A 1942 Pro Patria card with a Pro Patria stamp sent by airmail service to England with a blue wash
streak which shows that it was checked for invisible ink messages (possibly to Stuttgart then by
Lufthansa to Sweden and then on to England).
• The Pro Patria five-card set of 1944 commemorating the invasion by the French of what is now a
suburb of Basel (Anniversary of the Battle of St Jakob an der Birs). 1,600 Swiss defended the area
against 30,000 foes until the last man fell — a gallant but very bloody defeat. Some versions of these
commemorative cards were printed with numbers on the bottom right hand corner below the design.
Can all five be found with such numbers?
Other Unusual Items
• Publicity postmarks for the National Fête charity in different languages in 1929 and 1935.
• A card related to a Military Air Festival in 1937 with a special postmark on the 1" August.
• An example of the first special National Festival cancellation at Brunnen in 1937 — from a mobile
post office.
• Some privately produced cards of 1941 to mark the 650 th Anniveresary of the Swiss Confederation.
• A PTT presentation folder with mint and first day used blocks of four of the 1939 Pro Patria stamps.
• The six Pro Patria stamps of 1940, including all three versions of the 20+5c stamp, all on one cover.
• A PTT folder with four Pro Patria stamps distributed at the New York World's Fair in 1940 to
promote the collecting of Swiss stamps — possibly the first Swiss Postal Overseas Distribution item.
Was there another version of the folder in 1939, the first year of the Fair ?
• An example of the first National Fête cancellation that recognised the role of the Ruth issued in
1941— a show of patriotism during the Second World War. A mass of different cancellations followed.
• War — time uses of the Pro Patria stamps including censored mail.
• A cover of 1942 with a special cachet from a mobile post office to commemorate the 2000th
Anniversary of the founding of Geneva.
• A National Fête card of 1945 with a picture of a 'Mother and Child' by Ferdinand Hodler.
• Other special National Fête cancellations - After 1941 there was one official National Fête
cancellation applied at either Bern or Zurich with the 1' August postmark of Ruth also accepted as such.
From 1950, there were special cancellations annually for both towns in the same year.
• Pro Patria stamps 1951-53 - In the 1950s Pro Patria stamps were issued commemorating the
accession of various cantons to the Federation.— in 1951 - Zurich, in 1952 — Glarus and Zug and in
1953 — Bern. Claude showed examples on cover with special related cancellations. He pointed out that
the stamp designer Paul Boesch had unfortunately violated heraldic rules by reversing the coats of
cantonal arms on three of the stamps, unnecessarily on the 1952 stamp as he could have put the
Glarus arms on the right hand side, which would have made the design correct.
• The 1954 Pro Patria stamp set on a registered airmail cover sent to the USA for forwarding to Swiss
troops in Korea who had been seconded there to provide humanitarian assistance in the Korean War.
• Pro Patria stamp sets 1958 — 61 which included one or more designs showing fossils. Unfortunately
not all the fossils depicted by the stamp designer, Stoecklin, were authenticated by experts. For
example, the 1959 50c value was meant to depict the fossil of the petrified salamander found on a
mountain near Stein am Rhein, not far from the frontier. However, the fossil did not reproduce very well
when reduced to a stamp design for gravure printing so Stoecklin based his design on what he thought
was a similar but better defined fossil of a Japanese salamander, (Continued at the foot of Page 55)
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DAVID HOPE

Tony joined the Northern Group in November 1953. His first display was 'Swiss Stamps and
Photographs'. This combination was to be a feature of many of Tony's displays over the following
years. He was Chairman of the Northern Group in 1959-60 during which he gave a display entitled
'Graubunden'. Taking a particular canton or district and illustrating it with stamps, postmarks, postcards
and photographs was to be another feature of Tony's presentations. However he also formed 'more
serious' collections for example the 'Standing Helvetia' issues. He became Secretary of the Northern
Group in 1965 and held that position for the next thirty years. During the period 1989 to 1995 he was
also the Honorary National Secretary. After retiring from both positions he became President of the
Society in 2001, making himself known to even more of the membership. He gave a memorable and
beautifully presented thematic display at the Society's Golden Jubilee meeting in Leamington Spa.
Over the years Tony has given many displays to societies in Yorkshire and in 1985 signed the Roll of
Distinguished Yorkshire Philatelists, a well deserved honour.
Tony also flew the flag in competitions both local and national. In 1955 he was the first winner of the
Sidebottom Trophy for the best overall entry at the Yorkshire Philatelic Association Convention with an
entry entitled 'Alpine Flowers'. In 1969 he was the first winner of our own Moore Bowl Postal History
Trophy with an entry on 'Early Cancellations'. In 1974 he won the H.L. Katcher Trophy (for Switzerland)
at Stampex along with a silver medal. Tony continues to be an active member of the Northern Group
and will give a presentation on Graubunden next season.
A TRIBUTE TO OUR PAST CHAIRMAN, CLAUDE MISTELY.

ERIC LIENHARD

A transcript of Eric Lienhard's address to the recent AGM : 'It was an auspicious time when Claude
joined the Helvetia Philatelic Society some 40 years ago in the autumn of 1967. Claude has been and
no doubt will continue to be an asset to the society. In November 1976 he took the office of Vice
Chairman. In November 1991 Claude became Chairman and the retiring Chairman, Fred Pickard,
declared him to have been a great help. As Chairman he has discharged his office with great diligence.
Over the last two years health problems made him feel that he was failing in his duties, but we
reassured him, after all hiccups occur in the best ordered lives.
His extensive knowledge, imparted on innumerable occasions, has left me in awe and envy. It was
always a delight to see the extent of his inventiveness on the occasions of 'The Letter of the Alphabet'.
Claude has been overly modest about the quality of the philatelic material he has displayed. I had to
take him to task about his report on the recent London 'Odds and Ends' meeting, when he referred to
his excellent contribution as 'some labels'. Claude's company has always been a pleasure and
education. As the Chancellor of the Exchequer says at the end of his budget : 'I commend him to the
House' (as the new President of the Society).'
INFORMATION ON THE FELDPOST
Our member, Eric Lienhard has produced an extremely useful translation in English of Arthur Wyss's
book which was written to celebrate the Centenary of the Feldpost : '100 Jahre Feldpost in der Schweiz
1889 — 1989' produced by Willi Ebinger, ASG Bern and Agnes Weber, Bern in 1989. The book has a
forward by Oberst Gosteli Feldpostdirektor and the author lists 9 separate references he has used in
his research. The original 29-page, fully-illustrated book in German and the translation are available for
reference in the Society's library.
It is a comprehensive survey of the development of the Feldpost service — the complex regulations, the
duties, structure, personnel, transport modes, operating systems, free-post entitlement, security
arrangements, the scale of the operation and its relationship with the civil postal service. The book
concentrates on the periods of the two World Wars. Post in all its forms was transported between Swiss
troops and their homes, between Swiss Army personnel, between foreign internees and escaped
POWs in Switzerland and their families abroad, and in transit across Switzerland to and from POWs
and refugees in other countries. A really fascinating read.
Copyright © The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain and the authors stated. The views
expressed by the contributors to this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Society.
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AMERICAN HONOURS
Our friends from across the Atlantic have created two new honorary awards — the American Helvetia
Philatelic Award for exceptional contributions to Swiss philately of special interest to the American
Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS) and the AHPS's Service Award for exceptional contributions to the
Society. Only AHPS members can qualify for the Service Award, whilst the Philatelic Award is
theoretically open to all. They will replace the AHPS's Honorary Life Member Award which has gone to
15 AHPS members and non-members since 1974.
The AHPS's President, Harlan F. Stone, has informed us that Richard T. Hall has become the first
recipient of the Service Award. He was cited specifically for the huge task he took on voluntarily and
unannounced to scan all pages of all Swiss-devoted U.S. philatelic journals for the AHF'S website. The
addition of their back issues is a significant enhancement of the value of the AHPS.s website,
www.swiss-stamps.orq, which is open to the public. During a surprise presentation at the AHPS's
annual convention at ROPEX in May this year, Mr. Hall conceded that the project might have taken him
an estimated 400 hours, more or less, to copy electronically all issues of the four journals published by
AHPS and its predecessor organisations 'Helvetia Bulletin' (1938 — 57), 'Helvetia Alphorn' (1969— 74),
'Helvetia Herald' (1970 — 74) and 'Tell' (1975 — 2004). He will continue to add 'Tell' issues after they
become older than the three most recent years. Mr. Hall completed the scans while continuing to carry
out his duties as Secretary for the 300-member society.
It was nice to see the names of two very distinguished members of our society in the published final list
of the AHPS's Honorary Life Members — Mrs Edythe J. Rawnsley and Felix Ganz, both now sadly
deceased. AHPS membership information is available from Mr. Hall at P.O. Box 15053, Asheville, NC
28813, or at the Society's website, wvvw.swiss-stamps.orq.
HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS
Annual Cup Competitions Results
It was very encouraging that the number of entries were considerahly_up ort recent years. Thank youth
all those taking part, particularly to the members of the Northern Group who almost took a clean sweep
of the awards. The entries were judged by all the members present at the Annual Meeting, working as
teams. Results :
The Helvetia Silver Cup
Winning entry — 'Forgeries of the Geneva 5c Imperforate Envelope Stamp of 1849' — Cedric Dry.
Runner-up - 'Hotel Post' — David Dawson.
The Moore Trophy (Postal History)
Winning entry — 'Swiss Mail to Colombia — SCADTA Consul Stamps' — Ian Gilchrist.
Runner-up - 'Internment Mail 1940 — 1945' — David Hope.
(To my eyes, the standard of entries to this competition was extraordinarily high and deserves further
recognition. If any of the competitors wish to send in a short article describing the content and particular
significance of their sheets, I would be pleased to publish it in the Newsletter - Ed.).
Life Membership
Peter Hobbs, the long-serving, previous Honorary Editor of the Newsletter, wishes to record his thanks
to the Society for the offer of an Honorary Life Membership which he is very pleased to accept.
Publicity Officer
Our member Don Symonds has offered his services as the new Publicity Officer for the Helvetia
Philatelic Society. Don has done much for the Society over the years and I am sure that he will use his
best endeavours to raise our profile and increase interest in Swiss philately. Together with the Website,
Don's efforts should attract some 'new blood'. As a first step he has placed an advert for the next
meeting of the Southern (Wessex) Group in the local information website the 'Dorset Beehive'. He
encourages other Group chairmen/secretaries to take advantage of any local opportunities to obtain
free publicity for an event. He is now working on more national coverage. If you have any suggestions,
Don would be pleased to hear from you.
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HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS
The Society's Accounts
Copies of the Accounts for the last financial year ending 31 st December 2007, as presented and
approved at the Annual General Meeting, are available on request from the Treasurer, Norton Wragg.
Future Newsletter Distribution
There was a very limited response to the suggestion that members should inform the Editor if they
would like the Newsletter delivered by email. I am sure that there are many of you that have an email
address. How about trying it out? — the reproduction quality seems to be very good.
News from Our Regional Groups
The London Group
esth
Report on the Meeting
April 2008 — 'Odds and Ends' - The London Chairman Claude Misteley
writes ; The Chairman welcomed Neville Nelder who had arranged a London visit to be able to attend
the meeting. The annual 'Odds and Ends' evening lived up to its reputation for producing a good variety
of more unusual material. Claude Misteley showed Cinderella events labels with postal and other
relevant items concentrating on the Basel Mustermesse in the period between 1919 and 1966, its 50th
anniversary, as well as a few items from the Lausanne Comptoir and the Geneva Motor Show. Neville
Nelder produced material on the 'Les Rangiers' monument in the Jura majoring on the 1924 special
flight for its inauguration with a good selection of the varieties on the vignette. Derrick Slate displayed a
wide range of cachets of the Jungfrau area majoring on stations of the Jungfrau Railway and related
postcards, vignettes and covers including the 1935 and 1985 glider, also the 1968 helicopter flight
covers plus other items for the 50th anniversary. A full range of Jungfraujoch cachets from 1912 to
2003 were shown as well as a special Mount Fuji rubber imprint on a Jungfrau 1994 cover produced for
Japanese tourists. The final, very varied display was given by Vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard who
showed some 1939 National Exhibition letter entires with imprinted stamps, Basel Zoo cards and
covers, 14 pictures of animals and birds depicted on the printed postcards with tourist publicity photos
issued between 1931 and 1964 including the original photo for the bear subject on a picture postcard,
Zumstein publicity cards also items from other dealers for 1903, 1921 and 1958 including Szekula,
special cancels from cantons St Gallen and Ticino and a wide range of postal stationary, wrappers
covering the period 1871 to 1959 including several with special imprints between 1907 and 1912.
Claude Misteley proposed the vote of thanks praising the excellent displays.
Future Meetings - All meetings will again be held in Room B328, Third Floor, Macmillan House,
Paddington Station, London W2 1FT commencing at 6.30 p.m. (the room will be open from 6.00.p.m.).
Meetings usually end at around 8.30 p.m. but it will be understood if any members have to leave earlier
to catch transport. The Programme is as follows :
2008
Wednesday 10 th September - 'Labels and Vignettes' — All Members
Wednesday 12 th November - 'Postal History' — All Members
2009
Wednesday 1 th1 th March - 'Military Issues' — All Members
Wednesday 8 April - 'Odds and Ends' — All Members
Members who are within easy reach of Central London are strongly urged to support their local
meetings. There was little improvement in attendances last season but the members who attended
thoroughly enjoyed the excellent displays that were presented as well as improving their philatelic
knowledge. Unless there is an improvement in numbers, the Society may be forced to reduce
drastically the level of meetings after this coming Season. It's up to you ! If you want regular London
meetings in the future do come to your London Group events even if you are only able to attend
occasionally. You will be warmly welcomed !
Editor's Note - You may have noticed that the July and August newsletters have been rather more
'newsy' than usual. For those of you who prefer 'pure philately', I expect the remaining editions in 2008
to be more to your liking.
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The Northern Group
Report on the April Meeting - The Group's Secretary, David Hope writes - Once more the AGM and
competitions brought the season to an end. After the formal business the competitions took place.
Once again they were of a high standard. The winner of the Highsted Cup was David Whitworth with an
entry on 'Postage Due in the 1950s' while the Moore Bowl was awarded to David Colman for 'Standing
Helvetia Essays and Allied Material'. Chairman Dennis Cairns thanked all who took part.
Average attendance at the Northern Group's meetings was the same as the previous season and
members had enjoyed a range of fine presentations. The chairman for next season will be Norton
Wragg.
Future Meetings - The programme for next season will again be varied and will include a visit from our
national Secretary, Peter Vonwiller. The new season begins on 13 th September 2008 with 'New
Acquisitions/Members' Choice'. All meetings will commence at 2.00 p.m. in the Leeds Institute for the
Blind and Deaf, Centenary House, North Street, Leeds. (Enquiries to David Hope 0161 303 0091). The
full programme of meetings for 2008-2009 is
2008
September 13th
October 4th
November 1st
December 6th
2009
3rd
January
February 7th
March 7th
April 4th

'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice':
'Forgeries' - Cedric Dry
'Graubunden' - Tony Hoyle
Visit by Peter Vonwiller
The Chairman's Display' - Norton Wragg
'Blocks On or Off Cover' - led by David Colman
'Commemoratives - Stamps, Postcards and Postmarks' - All Members
AGM and Competition

The Southern (Wessex) Group
Future Meetings —` Charity Stamps, Cards and Cancellations' - All Members, to be held on Saturday
25th October 2008 and 'Straight-Line Cancels' - All Members (presentations to be led by Fred Hoadley
and- Bob-Medland), - to be-held on Saturday -21st February-2009.--Both mcctings will commence at
10.30.a.m. and close at approximately 4.00.p.m. at the Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road, Salisbury. (Enquiries
to Fred Hoadley 01403 711987).
New Members
A warm welcome to Mr David Day, Mr John Lambert and Mr. Peter Williams who have recently joined
the Society. Like all our members, we hope that you will take full advantage of the many services
provided and look forward to seeing you at one of our future events.
'THE FIRST PHILATELIC FIFTY YEARS OF THE NATIONAL FESTIVAL' (Continued from Page 51)
believed to be extinct, but which was later found still to be alive and well in Japan! The Swiss fossil was
reproduced on the official National Festival Committee cover printed in letterpress which is a suitable
printing process for showing that kind of illustration and this can be compared with the stamp picture.
(Acknowledgements to Claude Mistely for all his assistance in producing this report - Editor.)
Footnote - Our member, Amis Goldingham, has recently written to emphasise that, in his opinion, a
complete collection of Bundesfieir cards should include all the cards issued without imprinted stamps
between 1938 and 1960, each correctly franked with appropriate Pro Patria stamp(s) of the particular
year. He understands that the cards issued up to 1960 were considered one series by the Bundesfieir
Committee.
—
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MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

THAT every time I see, hear or read about floods from Yorkshire to Ohio I wonder "What has
happened to the stamp collections"? Now I know in an extremely minor case, our own cellar and an
unexpected litre or two of rainwater and its effect on boxes of unimpressive "research" covers. A few
better stamps have floated off and these I washed and dried. The rest? Foxing has started and out they
go however interesting the cancels and other marks could be. Bank vaults are not waterproof, so what
does one do with real major collections? Flooding is on the increase the world over, what do the
philatelic associations say?
THAT I was given a small collection of family covers mostly without stamps, but stamped "Militär", ie
sent free to and from soldiers, before and during VVWII. They provide an informative cross-section of
Swiss cancels, part of which I cannot resist showing you in their chronological order of manufacture.
Figures 1 & 2: Sargans and Oberhelfenschwil both Canton St Gallen. Typical very old GOIler cancellers,
the fine bars of the former indicate manufacture about 1875 when the easier-to-clean widely spaced
thicker bars were introduced as seen in the latter from about a year later. Many of these remained in
service for 70 odd years.
Figures 3 & 4: This pair are linked to the railways. Burghalden never had a PO, it is only the first stop
on the SOB line coming from Wädenswil. This type of cancel was in use from 1922 for letters handed in
at railway stations. The Bahnpost/Ambulant TPO cancellers of this style were first made in 1910 and
with an open date bridge in 1918 with a cross in the upper segment. All those for SBB trains had a 5th
reel after the four digits of the train number, but having only 4 lower case letters a to d. These appear to
have had various functions at different times. Seldom seen on cover.
Figure 5: The classic form of a pre-postcode Wier cancel based on the 7-reel de Coppet date and time
design. The dot ahead of the "20" indicates that the time reels were for the 24-hour system gradually
introduced from April 1919.Bubikon in Canton Zurich is home to the Maltese Knights Templars and
centre of the world-wide St John's Ambulance Service.
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THAT recently I had the opportunity to accompany the Aarau Philatelic Club members on their visit to
the newly opened ZUrich-Mülligen MLO, as mentioned in DYK before, during its rebuilding as part of the
REMA project. Even though I have seen practically all of the previous installations in Switzerland, I was
amazed, no, speechless at this 3-dimensional maze of conveyors, machines and boxes automatically
handling up to 4 million letters a day. We could not spend enough time at the 50m long coding and
sorting machines running night and day taking the letters through at 6m per sec (twice the previous
standard speed), and there were 11 of these monsters built by Siemens in Germany. Bags are no
longer to be used in Switzerland, millions of standard plastic boxes can be mechanically loaded into
standard trucks and automatically uploaded to suit each postman in the country. Two more such MLOs
are being built to the west, probably somewhat smaller for operation next year. To recover cold drinks
and buns were provided at the end and questions answered.
THAT all letters and parcels to and from foreign countries are now processed, including Customs
inspection, in this plant, whether they use air, rail or road transport for higher efficiency and perhaps
faster service. Postal personnel handle the Customs procedures and collect the fees on the increasing
international parcel trade.
THAT in the 1930s I believe the Americans discovered, or invented FDCs. I have discovered a
comment on the popularity at the time whereby "FDC" was explained to mean "Fully Demented
Collectors".
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